ADVENTURE-BASED COUNSELING EXPERIENTIAL ACTIVITIES
TRUST AND COOPERATION
•

Three Circles
Create three circles, one inside of the other (like a target). This can be done with the use of
chairs, people, ropes, or whatever you have at your disposal. These circles represent the
different challenge zones. Explain that the inner circle is the safety zone. This consists of things
that we are not at all challenged by. Learning does not occur in this zone. The middle circle is
the challenge zone. This is where learning occurs. People will feel somewhat challenged in this
area, meaning they will have their comfort tested, but they will continue to feel safe. The outer
circle is the danger zone. This is where people experience panic. Here too we are unable to
learn because our immediate safety is all we are concerned about. Have people call out different
activities and encourage each member to stand in the appropriate zone for where this activity is
for them.

•

Full Value Contract (Five Finger Contract)
The five-finger contract serves as the ground rules. The facilitator must use his or her unique
style to convey this contract, but the items consist of: (1) Pinky = safety, (2) Ring finger =
commitment, (3) Middle finger = respect, (4) Index finger = accountability, and (5) Thumb =
fun. I always do them in this order so that safety is first and foremost. Personally, I try to be
very animated and use this as a way to get peoples’ energy going. I jump back and forth
continually revisit each finger and lead each finger with a catching saying. For example, “The
middle finger is something that means what? *laughter* Now we might not want to say what it
means, but here I think it is only appropriate to turn a negative into a positive. For us, the middle
finger is going to be representative of respect.” Finally, you ask group members who agree to
the contract to shake hands with the person on their right and the person on the left and tell them,
“I will follow the five finger contract.” Those who do not agree are encouraged to consider
agreeing, but it is their choice and they are not forced to agree or participate.

•

Moomba
This is the first icebreaker and it can serve to help people “loosen” up (in more ways then one).
Have the group get in a circle and stand up. Tell them, “We will be stretching and yelling out
‘moomba’ five times, getting louder each time. Let’s start reaching for our toes (whisper
‘moomba’). Now let’s reach forward at waist level (say ‘moomba’ at speaking level), arms out
at chest level (say ‘moomba’ even louder), and reach for the sky (say ‘moomba’ even louder),
and finally arms open for a fun time (yell ‘moomba’). Once complete, ask the group what they
think it means. Let them guess, but eventually give the first clue: it is a word from an Australian
Aboriginal language. Let the group take a few more guesses and if there is still no answer, let
them know it means, “Let’s get together and have some fun.”

•

Finger Catch
Have everyone get into a circle and have them put their left palm up to the sky and their right
index finger, pointed down, on top of the person to their right’s palm. Ask the group for a code
word. Once you have the code word, inform them that when you say the code word, you must
try to catch the other person’s finger while simultaneously trying to pull your finger away so it
doesn’t get “caught.” Have them do this a few times and then switch hands (right palm up, left
pointer finger pointed down, touching the other person’s palm. Do this a few times as well.
PROCESS!

•

Give Me Five Name Game
Start in a circle and have each member share his or her name. Ask for a volunteer to go in the
middle (if no one volunteers, facilitator can start). Everyone in the circle begins by stretching
one arm towards the center with his or her palm faced up. To begin, have someone in the group
call out another group member’s name (other than the person in the middle). The person in the
middle must try to “five” that person’s palm. The person’s name that is called, must try to call
out another group member’s name (other than the person in the middle), before their hand can be
“fived.” If your hand gets fived before you call out another name, you go into the middle.
Encourage people not to call out the person’s name who called their name. If the person in the
middle has been in for a sufficient amount of time, or if they wish to be done, ask if they can say
every group member’s name (with help if needed) and ask for another volunteer. PROCESS!

•

All My Friends
This activity requires place markers. These can be chairs, mats, etc. Have one less place marker
than people. Have the markers arranged in a circle with the facilitator beginning in the middle
(without a marker). He/she will then make a statement that is true about him/herself that begins
with the sentence stem, “All my friends…” For example, he/she might start with, “All my
friends have an older sister” or “All my friends have on white socks.” For those who the
statement is true, they must travel to a different marker across the circle. As members of the
circle move across, the person in the middle tries to take one of their seats, resulting in a new
person without a marker. This person then repeats the stem filling it in with his or her own
unique finish. Do this several times. PROCESS!

•

People to People
This has to be done with an odd amount of people so that there is one “caller” at all times who
does not have a partner (facilitator can participate or sit out to allow odd number). Have the
members of the group (with the exception of the first “caller) pair up and stand together in a
circle. When the “caller” says, “people to people” everyone must try to find a different partner.
The new “caller” then selects different body parts to appropriately touch (i.e., elbow to elbow,
knee to knee, etc.). After the caller has given three different directions, he or she calls “people to
people” and everyone looks for a new partner. A new caller each time is ideal. PROCESS!

TRUST AND PROBLEM SOLVING
•

Finger Trust Walk
Have everyone in the group pair up with someone who has the same eye color (Any criteria
works. The idea is to get them to pair up with someone new, but to do so in a way that results in
interaction with different group members.) Ask them who wishes to be challenged first, but
remind them that they will be reversing roles soon. Have the pairs connect index fingers (light
contact, not hooked). The person who agreed to be challenged first is then asked to close their
eyes and keep them closed. The other partner is then asked to lead their “blindfolded” partner
around the room. The leader is in charge of leading their partner randomly around the room
without letting them contact any objects or people. Remind them that they should be careful and
keep their partner safe because the roles will be reversed soon. After a few minutes, have them
reverse roles and repeat. PROCESS!

•

Hustle Bustle
This activity is timed. The facilitator has the group get back into a circle. He or she then assigns
a random order to the group. I usually go for a star like pattern with frequent crosses through the
middle. The first person is then given some sort of soft object (i.e., a squishy ball or stuffed
animal). They are then told that they must say the next person’s name in the pattern and toss
them the object. The clock begins as soon as they call out the name. This next person continues
the pattern and so on. The last person tosses the object back to the first person and the clock is
stopped. Tell the group the time. Ask them what they thought and ask them if they think they
can do better. Encourage them to set a goal for themselves, but try to keep it realistic. Have
them work together to reach their goal or to come up with solutions to do it more effectively (i.e.,
make the circle closer/smaller). Be very encouraging and if appropriate, be flexible with the
time you read off so they meet their goal. Once this has been complete, try it in reverse.

•

Moon Ball
Use some sort of ball (beach balls are great) that the group can hit back and forth to each other
without letting the ball hit the ground. The rules are (1) No one can hit the ball twice in a row,
(2) everyone must hit the ball before repeats can occur, and (3) the count starts over if the ball
hits the ground. Have them give it a try once and then have them collectively pick a goal to
work towards. Allow a few attempts. PROCESS!

FINAL GROUP PROCESSING AND CLOSING COMMENTS
Have everyone get into a circle, seated, and calm. Have a talking object that signifies that only
one person (he/she who has the object) can speak at a time. Begin with the facilitator and have
him/her give concluding comments a brief highlight of memorable points. The facilitator then
passes the object to the next person and they do the same (or chooses to pass). Once everyone
has had a chance, the talking object can make its way around again for an additional opportunity
for final comments.

